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Motherhood will be happier
if all things for kids will be
like from their own mom.
www.petiteetmars.com
info@petiteetmars.com

Petite&Mars knows a lot about children and everything that accompanies them
as they grow from infancy to become big boys and girls. Not only have we
learned a lot in our 20 years of experience in the field, but our products have
over the years been often tried out with our own children. Everything we offer
parents and their children undergoes careful selection. It all has to be
high-quality, well-considered, safe, and affordably priced.
Behind the scenes, creative designers, experienced technicians, artists, test
institutes and an entire staff of other professionals from the Czech Republic
and Slovakia have been working to develop Petite&Mars into a brand that for
parents is now a famous, household name. Functionality, convenience and unique
design characterise all products in our portfolio.
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Pushchairs
& Prams
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Vario

Basic Line
546333
547333
Dark Grey

VARIO MEANS RIDING WITH JOY,
COMFORT, FUNCTIONALITY
AND SAFETY. THE MAIN
ADVANTAGE IS STABILITY, GOOD
MANOUVERABILITY, EASY HANDLING
AND SMALL COMPACT SIZE. THERE
ARE OPTIONAL COMBINATIONS.
INDIVIDUAL PARTS ARE SOLD
SEPARATELY
(CHASSIS/CARRYCOT/SEAT/
MAXI–COSI ADAPTER/CARSEAT).

546916
547916
Shadow Grey
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1. Comfortable carrycot is equipped with removable mattress.
Inside length 80 cm.
2. Easily foldable to a compact 80×60×40 centimetres.
3. Space-saving, flat fold carrycot.
4. Backrest moves to a full lie-down position with an adjustable footrest
and practical rubber coating for easier cleaning. Extra-large canopy with zipper
allows even greater expansion. 28-cm wide seat with 42-cm long backrest.
5. Reflective elements provide greater safety in any weather.
Spacious reversible seat.

446900
Chassis

6. Tubeless foam wheels greatly absorb vibrations.
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3in1

Carrycot stroller
0-9 kg

Optional high-quality, warm foot cover.

60×80×115 cm
10.0 kg

Sport stroller
6-36 m
max. 15 kg
10.5 kg
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EN 1888:2012
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Heritage Forest
In the Embrance of Forest

musca

Street

438337

548337

easy
439337

The Heritage collection is annually inspired
by our local heritage as well as by values
that have persisted for ages.
For 2019, we are introducing the Heritage Forest motif
that reveals magical richness of woody plants
and fauna. This new line of strollers is as exceptional,
diverse and unique as our forests. Enchanting
magnificence of the forest surrounds us and conceals
the very secret of life. Although the forest might
appear unthreatened, it is necessary to protect
it and preserve it thriving for next generations.

Special
Edition

UP

460337

The Heritage Forest encourages to consider
significant importance of our forests.
Explore their richness and beauty of their
diversity! Enjoy tight embrace of the
forest – with our strollers
and in the forest as such.
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PREMIUM LINE

Chassis Street
439033

548332
Emerald Green

548334
Steel Blue

Street
UP TO 25 KG
One chassis
+
coloured canopies

1

548335
Dusty Lilac

2
4

548333
Dark Grey

2. The possibility to choose chassis with
foam wheels or air wheels.
Air wheels are available as
complimentary accessory as well.

548916
Shadow Grey

Street pushchairs can be
easily handled
on city streets
or any outdoor surface.
Very convenient, compact,
easy to manoeuvre,
safe and stable. In basic
line collection, chassis
and canopy are sold
separately.
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6-36 m
max. 25 kg

9.7 kg

56×115×105 cm

EN 1888:2012

1. Extra large, extendable canopy which
you can change anytime and give your
stroller new look.

3. Optional high-quality, warm foot cover.

Chassis
Street AIR

4. Adjustable handle, backrest and
footrest as well. Rotating bumper bar
from eco-leather. Seat width is 32 cm,
lenght of backrest is 48 cm.
5. Spacious, well accessible basket made
of solid material in black colour.

439033

3
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Classy Chic
443336

Street
PREMIUM LINE

Universe

Princess

548959

548957

Limited 100

The complete stroller
Street from Premium line
collection.

Jungle
548962

Timeless black&white
combination will make
strolling elegant every
day. Canopy is already part
of the stroller. The eco
leather handle and bumper
bar fits ideally into the
modern, patterned fabric,
all complemented with
black foam wheels
and white lining
for the perfect
design.
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6-36 m
max. 25 kg

9.7 kg

56×115×105 cm

EN 1888:2012

Special limited edition
collection
with unique designs
for the special
customer who seeks to
be different. Because
Petite&Mars sees
everyone as special,
only a limited 100
canopies are made
for each design. These
different designs
are sold gradually
throughout the year.
Each limited line also
includes matching
memory liner.

Majesty

548958
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Easy

Basic Line
Shadow Grey
Dark Grey
Dusty Lilac
Steel Blue

1

2
3

439916
Shadow Grey

439335
Dusty Lilac

4

439334
Steel Blue

1. Expandable canopy creates shade
for better sleeping as it protects your
child from harmful UV radiation. Both
the backrest and footrest can be
adjusted to a full lie-down position.
2. The useful handle tray can carry
drinks, phone and other small things.

439333
Dark Grey

3. Rear storage zip pocket.
4. Peek-a-boo window.

Easy shows you how
easy a ride can be,
with a light, yet very
stable chassis, good
manoeuvrability, simple
one-hand folding and an
extra-large basket.
The power is in its
simplicity.
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6-36 m
max. 15 kg

9.0 kg

56×115×105 cm

EN 1888:2012

5. Extra-large shopping basket
accommodates both small and big
families.

Heritage
forest

6. Folds flat to 95×53×30 centimetres.
Optional Universal Easy/Musca warm
foot cover.

439337
eco leather details
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Basic Line
Shadow Grey
Dark Grey
Dusty lilac
Steel Blue

Musca
1

2
3

438333
Dark Grey

438335
Dusty Lilac

438334
Steel Blue

4

1. Backrest and footrest can be
positioned for comfortable sleeping.
The seat is equipped with reflective
elements for greater safety in any
weather.
2. Back pocket for those necessary little
things.
3. Bumper bar matches any stroller
colour with the option of fabric
or eco leather. Sold separately.

438916
Shadow Grey

Heritage
forest
Musca flyweight golf
strollers are both
light and manoeuvrable
in tight spaces and fit
easily into the boot
of any car.
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6-36 m
max. 15 kg

7.9 kg

50×72×110 cm

EN 1888:2012

4. Peek-a-boo window.
5. Easy one-hand folding into a compact
umbrella shape.
6. 360° rotatable front wheels with
locking device.

438337
eco leather details
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Up

Basic Line
Shadow Grey
Dusty Lilac
Steel Blue

UP TO 20 KG

2

1
3
460335
Dusty Lilac

460334
Steel Blue

6-36 m
max. 20 kg

5.8 kg

46×78×99 cm

EN 1888:2012

1. Extendable canopy and adjustable
backrest and footrest.
2. Peek-a-boo window.
3. Eco leather covered handle and
bumper bar, which rotates for you
to comfortably seat your baby in the
stroller.

Heritage
forest
Up is ultra-light, easy
to store and ideal to take
along for travelling. Foam
wheels, weigh only 5.8 kgs
and excellent
manoeuvrability makes
carrying
or walking with
this stroller a breeze.
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460916
Shadow Grey

4

4. When folded and after removing the
bumper bar, the stroller freely stands
56×46×25 cm.
5. Easy-to-access shopping basket.
6. EVA foam front and rear wheels with
suspension and practical central foot
break.

460337
eco leather details
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Memory

PRAMS & CARSEAT
ACCESSORIES

503944
Cardinal

1

482906 Black
482909 Pink
482910 White
482911 Mint

1. PEG
Practical peg for attaching nappies to the stroller or car
seat.

2

901395

7

530700

2. BACK
Large convex mirror lets you easily view your child even
when facing the rear.
3. HANG
Silicon hooks to attach any bag to the stroller.
2. POCKET
Comprendious organiser with pockets.
900763
Pink

900770
Blue

900787
Black

3

901838

Dense memory foam
provides maximum support
and comfort, liner absorbs
vibrations when strolling
on uneven terrain. Memory
liner adapt optimally
to the shape of your
child's body.
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503946
Bloom

503951
Peacock

6. HANDY
Cup holder with universal attachment.
7. SVEN
Soft, warm 3-in-1 extendable swaddle bags made
of high quality Taslan fabric and polar fleece.
Waterproof and wind resistant with an anti-slip back
surface and reflective elements.

VARIOUS PATTERNS

80×33 cm

5. ORDER
Back seat organiser for those small, miscellaneous items
that can be found in any car.

503949
Hills

901364

5

901371

6

6

901340
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On the road
22
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Grey
Blue

Prime II

2

3

9-36 kg
Group

I/II/III

1

809907

1. Baby reduction for smallest children.
Sufficient space for children up to
12 years of age.
2. The side padds absorb the forces
created by crash, before they reach
the baby.
3. Ergonomic guiding ways of harness
for maximum safety and correct head
position.

809902

Makes every ride safe.
This car seat
accommodates children
from 9 months to 12 years
of age, expanding
as the child grows
and offering safe,
comfortable protection.
Tested and certified
for safety by DEKRA.

9.0 kg
24

9-36 kg
Group I/II/III

ECE R44/04

Isofix
model

4. 9 different headrest positions.
5. 5 different incline positions
of the carseat.

4

819902 Grey
819903 Red
819907 Blue

ivory
limited

6. Integrated 5-point safety belts with
central buckle.

819929

5
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Reversal II

3

2

0-18 kg
Group

0+/I

1
1. 360° seat rotation allows easier
placing your child in the car seat.
2. 7-position height adjustable headrest.
Isofix system with adjustable support
leg makes installation simpler
and faster.

802902

3. Rearward facing installation 0–13-18 kg.
4. Forward facing installation 13–18 kg.
5. 4 reclining positions for your baby’s
maximum comfort.

Keeps your rear-facing
child safe.
360° rotatable child seat
and Isofix system, suitable
for children from birth to age
4 and from 0 to 18 kgs. Easily
switches from rear-facing
to front-facing position.
Reversal II is designed
to grow
with your baby.

15.5 kg
26

0-18 kg
Group 0+/I

ECE R44/04

4

5

6. Cuddleme insert for baby. Buckle
holders on each side helps you keep
harness, while placing your child
in or out of the car seat.

6
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Buggy liner
340007 Turquoise
340005 Dark Grey
340004 Light Grey
340001 Pink

Aero 3D
Koot travel cots are your
partner anytime you wish
to travel with your child.
You will appreciate its
low weight, storability,
compactness and large,
stable chassis made
of breathable fabrics.
The package includes soft
mattress and mobile bag.

0-13 kg
310007 Turquoise
310005 Dark Grey
310004 Light Grey
310001 Pink

Carseat
liner
340005
310004

Carseat liner 0-13 kg
15 to 25×63 cm

Carseat liner 9-18 kg
15 to 29×74 cm

Carseat liner 15-36 kg

Aero 3D liners have
a perfect hexagonal,
honeycomb-shaped
structure for your baby
to sit comfortably on long
rides. Optionally breathable
fabrics removes excess body
heat, something you will
definitely appreciate during
warm summer days.

9-18 kg

15-36 kg

320007 Turquoise
320005 Dark Grey
320004 Light Grey
320001 Pink

330007 Turquoise
330005 Dark Grey
330004 Light Grey
330001 Pink

21 to 28×77 cm

Koot

921461
Fox Aqua

Optional
second
layer

8.0 kg
0-15 kg

Buggy liner

120×60×73 cm

17 to 31×82 cm
28

921902
Lion Grey

320007

330001

EN 716-1, 2: 2017

921460
Lion Yellow
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Playtime
& Baby Care
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Hop Hop

Doris

430504

kevin
430505

This inflatable bouncy
animal not only provides
fun for kids but builds
motor skills.
No BPA in the material.
Air pump included.

3+
max. 70 kg
EN 71-1, 2, 3

LUCY

These rocker animals are
made of soft material
and mounted on a wooden
platform. Swinging
is a favourite way
for children to have fun.
This toy lets them amuse
themselves as they develop
motor skills, coordination
and their senses.

Candy
423930

Rocker
Animals
Bela

904198

424930

Norik
427930

joe

Tony
425930

430510
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Luna

A practical, stylish part of your home,
this crib is equipped with a 2 cm mattress
AND with room for a baby-breathing
monitor. Excellent 3D layering for air
to flow freely and to keep the baby
from re-inhaling CO2.
The sides of the baby cot are covered
with fine, silky sheep wool merino
as excellent thermoregulator.
The sheep wool contains lanolin
to protect the felt from dirt, odour,
bacteria and other microorganisms.

901302 Dark Grey

901043 180×150×1 cm
901050 180×200×1 cm

Other side of the mat
1 cm thick.

0+
EN 71-1, 2, 3
34

Joy

The mat has an anti-slip surface
and two-sided print with jolly
pictures, is waterproof and provides
insulation against sound. Replacing
ordinary carpets, the surface is soft
and elastic, yet remains stable, is easy
to store and most of all keeps your
child safe while he or she is playing.
It is made from high quality
non-toxic and hypoallergenic XPE,
the same material used in baby dishes
and bottles. Very practical and easy
to clean.

86×42×68.5 cm
EN 716-1

Knited
Blankets

Made of quality 100% soft cotton,
they never lose their colour
and keep their shape thanks
to a stronger plastic pattern.
A great baby shower
or maternity gift
for mothers.

kinky
70x80 cm
410011 White
410012 Grey
410013 Pink
410014 Blue

Fisherman
120x100 cm
901067 Pink
901074 Blue
901081 Cream
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Gryko
Koko

Anti-allergic natural
mattress with removable
cotton cover for your child
to sleep healthily. The threelayer design has buckwheat
on the top, foam rubber in
the middle and coconut
fibre at the bottom.

3174

120×60×6 cm

Aerodry
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Supports the baby
for safe bathing and
easier handling. Meli’s
ideal incline keeps the
baby’s head above the
water.
431280w White
431280g Green

350011

431280p Pink

431280y Yellow

Harry

431280v Violet

43×20.5 cm

These very lightweight, fast
drying mats keeps up to two
children safe and secure while
they bathe or shower. The back
side is equipped with suction
disks which hold the mat tightly
in place even on smooth surfaces
to prevent skidding. These extralong mats cover the entire tub
or shower stall surface.

Waterproof mattress
protector with breathable
3D layer.

120×60 cm

Meli

431280bl Blue

91×43 cm

6 m+

0-12 m

438692
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Feeding
Time
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Deer

Tableware

700002

Melamine dishes
with original
children-themed
illustrations.
700003

100002

300002

500002

702810

100001

300001

500001

701810

100003

300003

500003

703810

+ katarínailkovičová

700004
700005 (3 pcs)

Vehicles

700001

Baby will be enchanted
by these fairy-tale scenes
from Slovak illustrator
Katarína Ilkovičová.
Melamine plates are 100%
harmless, unbreakable,
and can be washed
in a dishwasher. Certified
safe by the EU.

200004
200005 (3 pcs)
200002

200003

6 m+
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100004
100005 (3 pcs)

EN 14372

200001

300004
300005 (3 pcs)

500004
500005 (3 pcs)

704810
705810 (3 pcs)
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150 ml

Papoo

Sam

This soft silicone bib has
a convenient pocket
to catch falling food.
Lightweight
and easy to wash.

Reusable pouches
let your baby have
healthy snacks anytime.
910908
2 pcs / package

papoo elephanT

These pouches for first
feeding save time, money
and are environmentally
friendly, minimising waste.
Pouch is filled from the
bottom. The double seal
fastens tightly and keeps
fruit puree and healthy
mashes in place inside.

Papoo Lion
901808
6 pcs / package

901807
6 pcs / package

Papoo Snack

Playful and space-saving
set of four food pouches
ideal for SMALL snack,
freshly sliced vegetable,
fruits, nuts or sweets.
Pouches are selfstanding
and waterproof.

6 m+
42

Papoo Original

905899
4 pcs / package

800007g
Green

6 m+

800007y
Yellow

Baby Dab

90118

Hand and foot prints are keepsakes
that last a lifetime.
Baby Dab comes in either a material
that always keeps its colour
or a self-hardening
material for 3D prints
in a decorative frame.

90019 Grey
90026 Violet
1 pc / package

90095 Violet
90101 Blue
2 pcs / package

90040
3D print
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www.petiteetmars.com
info@petiteetmars.com

